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 Abstract 
 Here, we provide an overview of the protocol that the Amboseli Baboon Research Project 
 (ABRP) uses to assign ordinal dominance ranks within baboon social groups. To begin, we 
 describe the assignment of ordinal dominance ranks using a matrix-based method. Next, we 
 discuss the process of assigning ordinal ranks based on the Elo method. Finally, we describe 
 the overall high correlation between ordinal ranks produced by the two methods for baboons in 
 the Amboseli ecosystem of southern Kenya, as well as some key differences in assigned ranks 
 between the two methods. Specifically, we describe three aspects of the Elo rating method that 
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 can create inaccurate ranks in our  system (and potentially others), at least in the short term. 
 First, the Elo rating method constrains the pace at which an animal can rise through the ranks, 
 relative to what we observe in baboon societies. Second, the Elo rating method assumes that 
 absence of evidence is evidence of absence, i.e., it assumes that we have perfect knowledge of 
 all interactions in the system. This assumption is inaccurate given constraints on how granular 
 the observations in our study population can be. Third, the Elo rating method gives 
 disproportional weight to unexpected interactions. We describe some of the consequences of 
 each of these three aspects of the Elo rating method in our dataset on the Amboseli baboons. In 
 the aggregate, we find that the matrix-based ranking method is more flexible, accurate, and 
 easier to implement for our purposes. 

 Introduction 
 Animals in many societies, especially primate societies, can be ranked according to their ability 
 to win conflicts within their social group or community. Many methods have been proposed for 
 assigning the “dominance ranks” that reflect these wins and losses. Methods fall into two broad 
 categories (reviewed in de Vries 1998, Albers & de Vries 2001). Those in the first category (e.g., 
 matrix-based, or “I and IS” methods; de Vries 1998) derive a ranking by optimizing features of 
 the matrix of agonistic interactions as a whole. Those in the second category (e.g., Elo rating; 
 Albers & de Vries 2001) score individuals on their success in winning contests, and derive a 
 ranking by comparing individuals’ scores. 

 Each method has strengths that are well-suited to particular research goals, behavioral 
 contexts, and data types. Many of these methods have been described and discussed ably and 
 in detail elsewhere (e.g., de Vries 1998, Albers & de Vries 2001, Neumann et al. 2011, 
 Newton-Fisher 2017); we do not review or assess most of them here. Instead, our goals are 
 twofold. First, we document our matrix-based method for assigning ordinal dominance ranks to 
 the baboons we study with the Amboseli Baboon Research Project (ABRP). Second, we 
 compare our matrix-based method with another popular method that is frequently used in 
 animal studies, the Elo rating method. We made this comparison in order to determine whether 
 the Elo-based method produces dominance ranks that are comparable to the matrix-based 
 method that we have used for many years (e.g., Hausfater 1975); the Elo-based method is 
 attractive because it can be automated to a great degree, thus saving time and effort compared 
 to the matrix-based method. 

 In the baboon population we study, individual dominance rank predicts a wide range of 
 phenotypic outcomes, from life history and behavioral traits (e.g., Alberts et al. 2006, Gesquiere 
 et al. 2018) to epigenetic aging and gene regulatory patterns (Anderson et al. 2021, Anderson et 
 al. 2022). Individuals’ ranks change over time and our data are longitudinal. Consequently, to 
 examine these relationships for any given set of animals during any given time period, we must 
 assign ordinal ranks during specified time periods. Both matrix-based methods and Elo-based 
 methods are potentially suitable for this type of analysis: both can produce ordinal dominance 
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 rankings for specific time periods that can be used as predictors of other traits. Matrix-based 
 methods lend themselves easily to this approach, as they typically  consolidate interactions over 
 a specified time period to determine a single ranking for that period; a series of time periods 
 (e.g., a series of months) can then be used as a time-varying predictor variable in mixed 
 models. Elo ratings, too – which are designed to continuously track individual rank trajectories – 
 can be used in such analyses by taking ‘snapshots’ of Elo scores and deriving ordinal 
 dominance ranks from them. 

 Here we describe the use of both matrix-based and Elo-based ordinal rank assignments 
 in our study population of baboons (  Papio cynocephalus  with admixture from  P. anubis  ). We 
 provide both general overviews of each method and descriptions of how we apply each method 
 in our study population. We also provide a detailed comparison of dominance ranks produced 
 by the two methods. We examine the correlation between the ranks themselves, and we provide 
 comparisons of analyses using the two methods. In comparing the two methods, we identify 
 several features of the Elo-based approach that can create inaccurate ranks in our study 
 system. We provide specific examples of how the Elo rating method produces inaccurate ranks 
 and end by concluding that the matrix-based ranking method is more flexible, accurate, and 
 easier to implement for use in our study population. 

 Matrix-based Ordinal Ranks 
 Each member in a baboon social group is assigned a unique numerical ordinal rank that 
 represents its position in the group’s dominance hierarchy relative to all other same-sex 
 members of the group for a particular month (i.e. ranks are tabulated for groups for every 
 month). The ranks are determined by the outcome of decided agonistic interactions within dyads 
 (see glossary below, and Alberts et al. 2020 for a description of decided agonistic interactions). 

 Briefly, sex-specific dominance rankings are calculated on a monthly basis for all 
 females and all males (relative to other females and other males, respectively, in the same 
 social group in the same month). We calculate sex-specific ranks because all subadult and adult 
 males are much larger than all females, and they win fights over all females in dyadic contests. 
 Additionally, work in this population and others indicates that the determinants and 
 consequences of rank differ for males versus females. Thus, the hierarchy naturally sorts itself 
 into a male hierarchy and a female hierarchy. However, we retain records of all agonistic 
 interactions (including those between opposite-sex dyads) and we can create a whole-group 
 matrix as well as sex-specific matrices. We are therefore able to examine cross-sex agonistic 
 interactions in special cases (e.g., when we want to investigate the patterns exhibited by 
 juvenile males as they mature and rise in rank over adult females). In the protocols described 
 below, we only consider same-sex dominance rankings. 

 Ranks are calculated by generating an NxN matrix (where N is the number of individuals 
 of a given sex in the social group). When we assign ranks to the Amboseli baboons, we include 
 all individuals that were present in the group for at least a day during the month, but researchers 
 may decide to assign ranks to just a subset of the individuals (for instance, only adult males who 
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 were present for at least half the month), as the method is flexible. The matrix contains 
 symmetrical rows and columns, each corresponding to an individual animal’s identity. The cells 
 of the matrix contain the number of times that the animal represented by a given row won an 
 agonistic interaction against the animal represented by a given column in that month. 

 Generally, when researchers use a matrix-based approach in a species that is 
 characterized by linear dominance hierarchies, several simple rules of thumb are followed.  First  , 
 the relative ranking of any pair of individuals is considered stable from one time period to the 
 next unless the behavioral data show evidence that the relative ranks of the two members of the 
 dyad have changed (below, we provide details of what constitutes such evidence).  Second  , in 
 assigning ordinal dominance ranks, the columns and rows of the matrix are ordered to minimize 
 the number of wins that appear below the diagonal of the matrix. The resulting order of the 
 columns (and rows) is the ordinal rank (e.g. 1, 2, 3, etc.) of the animals represented by those 
 columns.  Third  , a given individual can and usually  does lose to many other individuals that rank 
 above it. Therefore, a given dominance matrix will typically have values in many cells above the 
 diagonal (and comparatively fewer non-zero cells below the diagonal), indicating that multiple 
 animals have lost in interactions with animals that rank higher than them in the hierarchy. 

 Fourth  , researchers must decide whether to reorder  the ranks when a “reversal” occurs 
 in the matrix. We define a reversal as follows: (i) an individual appears to have only losses and 
 no wins against an individual ranked below it, or (ii) both members of a dyad have at least one 
 win against the other. In both of these cases, members of that dyad will have entries below the 
 diagonal of the matrix and the researcher must decide whether these reversals constitute 
 evidence that the rank order of the individuals has changed. Note that this use of “reversals” 
 does not equate to “two individuals have reversed in their relative rank order”, rather it refers to 
 a situation in which entries occur below the diagonal. In some cases, reversals (entries below 
 the diagonal) will remain after the rank order has been finalized for a given time period, while in 
 other cases reversals will be resolved because the ranks will be reordered. 

 As a general rule, we consider male dominance ranks to be more dynamic, i.e., to 
 change more often and more rapidly, than female dominance ranks, and so we employ 
 somewhat different rules for assigning male dominance ranks than for assigning female 
 dominance ranks. For extensive details about how male ranks are determined, see the “Ranks” 
 section of the behavioral and group movement data manager’s protocol (Gordon 2022) and for 
 more details about how female ranks are determined, see the “Ranking” section of the 
 demography and reproductive portion of the demographic and reproductive data manager’s 
 protocol (Learn 2023). 

 There is a clear mathematical component to the process of assigning dominance rank, in 
 that any agonistic reversal identifies a potential dominance rank change and having the smallest 
 sum of reversals – i.e., the smallest number of entries below the diagonal of the matrix – is 
 theoretically the most correct ranking. Indeed, often the total number of wins vs losses between 
 two members of a dyad clearly indicates a rank change has occurred. However, occasionally 
 the total number of wins vs losses is not sufficient to determine the outcome, e.g. when data 
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 from the dyad of interest are sparse or interactions with other individuals point to a different 
 outcome. Which specific factors “matter”, and how much, varies according to the sex of the 
 ranked individuals. These specifics are discussed below. 

 First  , for each month we create a dominance matrix  that includes every individual of a 
 given sex who was in the group for at least one day during that month. Initially, they are each 
 ranked using the order of the previous month’s ranks. 

 Second  , we place males or females who are new to the  group for that month in their 
 respective hierarchy, using the following rules: 

 ●  Newly born infants are added at the bottom of the hierarchy appropriate for their sex. 
 When multiple infants are added in the same month, they are ranked by age (older > 
 younger). 

 ●  For males: 
 ○  Immigrant adults are placed below all other adults and above all subadults and 

 juveniles. 
 ○  Immigrant subadults are ranked among the other subadults, according to their age 

 estimate (older > younger; Note: All new immigrants are assigned age estimates by 
 the field team at the end of the month in which they join). 

 ●  For females: 
 ○  Visiting adult and juvenile females are, unlike visiting males, extremely rare. 

 Generally, visiting females are not ranked because they usually stay in the group 
 only briefly and do not participate in enough agonistic encounters to provide 
 reasonable guidance for placing them within the dominance hierarchy. Visitors 
 present for less than two weeks will not be ranked. Longer-term visitors may be 
 ranked on a case by case basis, with adults initially placed below the lowest-ranking 
 adult female and juveniles placed by age amongst the juveniles still ranked below the 
 lowest-ranking adult. 

 Third  , the rank order is rearranged in order to minimize  the number of agonistic 
 interactions below the diagonal. In particular, for every “win” below the diagonal, we check the 
 corresponding “loss” box above the diagonal. 

 ●  If the value in the cell above the diagonal is greater than the value in the corresponding 
 cell below the diagonal (i.e., wins for the higher-ranked male exceed losses for that 
 male, to the same interacting partner), or if the values in the two cells are equal, we do 
 not record a change in rank between the two individuals in question. 

 ●  Otherwise, whichever cell has the higher value determines the overall winner in the 
 dyad, i.e., determines who is higher ranking. 
 ○  Caveat for males: regardless of wins and losses, adult males who are only present in 

 the group for a few days of a month (< 1 week) are ranked at the bottom of the 
 adults. 

 ○  Caveat for females: with the exception of females floating between fission products 
 during and soon after a fission, visiting females who are only present in the group for 
 part of the month are generally not ranked. 
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 Fourth  , we consider cases in which we are likely to  leave the existing hierarchy in place 
 despite the presence of reversals (i.e., entries below the diagonal). In making decisions about 
 when to re-order the rankings versus when to leave entries below the diagonal, we follow these 
 rules: 

 ●  For adjacently ranked individuals in which a reversal occurs: 
 ○  In the case of males, a 1-0 win against the adjacent upper neighbor (i.e., the male 

 ranked immediately above) in a single month is sufficient to indicate a change in 
 rank, unless the upper neighbor won consistently for the 3-6 months prior to AND 
 after the reversal. Adjacent males frequently flip back and forth from month to month; 
 each flip is recorded as a change in rank for the month. 

 ○  In the case of females, a 1-0 win against the female ranked immediately above in a 
 single month may or may not be sufficient to indicate a change in rank. Unlike with 
 males it is very rare for pairs of females to frequently switch ranks. Female ranks 
 tend to be more stable than male ranks so if a female is generally losing to the 
 female ranked just above her in the adjacent months she will not be credited for a 
 win that goes against this pattern; her rank is unchanged and stability is preserved. 
 If, however, there are no other interactions between the pair for many months after 
 this interaction, then a change in rank between this pair of females is recorded. 

 ●  For non-adjacently ranked individuals in which a reversal occurs: 
 ○  In the case of males, if a male wins only once over a male more than one rank above 

 him (i.e. over a male that is higher ranked than his adjacent upper neighbor), don’t 
 change his rank unless that win or a win over other males in between the two is 
 confirmed in the next 1-3 months (or longer if data are scanty). 
 ■  One exception to this rule is when a male wins many times over a male more 

 than one rank above him, e.g., 5-6 or more wins. In that case, give him credit for 
 the rise, but watch both him and the male he won over carefully for the next few 
 months to see if the loser is dropping precipitously or the winner is rising. 

 ■  Another exception is when a maturing male wins over a male several ranks 
 above him, especially if the maturing male then disperses before he interacts 
 with anyone else. In this situation, give the maturing male credit for the rank rise. 
 In general, these young “rising” males get more credit for multiple “jumps” up the 
 hierarchy than do older established males, especially if they are obviously on an 
 upward trend anyway (see Hamilton & Bulger 1990). 

 ■  Sometimes a male wins over a male more than one rank above him several 
 times in a month, but over no males in between. In order for a lower ranking male 
 to get credit for rising in this situation, he cannot have any losses in that month to 
 the males in between them, and either (1) he must win over a male in between in 
 the next few months, (2) the higher ranking male must keep winning over the 
 males in between during the same period that the lower ranking male is winning 
 over him, or (3) the lower ranking male must be a maturing male as described 
 above. Alternatively, for situations in which none of these things occur, and in 
 which the higher ranking male loses to males in between in the following month, 
 it may be that the higher ranking male is dropping in rank. 
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 ○  In the case of females, when an adult female has a single win over a female more 
 than one rank above her, a change in rank may be warranted, provided moving her 
 up in rank would not cause new reversals with any of the females in between and the 
 female over whom she has a win does not in turn have a win during the next several 
 months. 

 ●  Whether the animals are adjacently ranked or not, in some cases a reversal is 
 ‘contested’, i.e., a reversal occurs where the cross-diagonal box is not 0 (for instance, 
 the lower ranking individual won over the higher ranking individual 4 times but lost 3 
 times), the following rules apply: 
 ○  In the case of males, contested reversals should not be counted as a change in rank 

 unless a rank change is confirmed in the agonistic interactions data in the following 
 several months. 

 ○  In the case of females, whether or not a rank change occurs depends upon: (i) the 
 total number of wins for each female, both within the current month and going 
 forward over the next several months; (ii) the timing of these wins; and (iii) any 
 interactions the two females have with other females who rank between them during 
 that time. Some additional circumstances should be considered: 
 ■  If the lower ranking female of the pair has more wins than losses within this 

 window – considering all pairwise interactions with the opponent in question as 
 well as females that may rank between them – then the lower ranking female is 
 assigned a change in rank beginning at her first win, i.e., she rises in rank above 
 the opponent. 

 ■  The lower ranking female in a contested reversal will be assigned a higher rank 
 even if, in the current month, she has fewer wins than losses in one 
 circumstance: 
 ●  When at least one of the lower ranking female’s wins occurs later in the 

 month than her opponent’s last win, and when she is clearly winning going 
 forward over the next several months. If however, after adding in the new 
 reversals, entries below the diagonal increase (i.e., she would have more 
 losses than wins in her new, higher position), then no change in rank is 
 recorded. 

 ■  However, the lower ranking female in a contested reversal will not be assigned a 
 higher rank if doing so would result in more reversals overall due to three or more 
 females having reversals with one another. In this case, whatever order results in 
 the fewest agonistic interactions remaining below the diagonal should be used. 

 ●  Cases in which we do allow large ‘jumps’ from a lower to a higher rank occur in the 
 following circumstances: 
 ○  In the case of males, place immigrant males over all males that they clearly win over 

 in the first few months after immigration, even if there are multiple ‘jumps’ in these 
 months, and especially if the data are scanty. In general a newly immigrant male 
 (especially young and prime adults) will challenge the highest ranking males in the 
 hierarchy without necessarily working his way up systematically from the bottom 
 (Hamilton & Bulger 1990). This pattern also applies to maturing natal males who 
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 often make big jumps in rank during the attainment of adult rank status, as discussed 
 above. 

 ○  In the case of females, adolescent females, especially those from higher ranking 
 families, often make large ‘jumps’ as they move up the rank hierarchy toward their 
 closest female relatives, ignoring many of the females in between. Since we know 
 females usually attain rank near these close female relatives (Lea et al. 2014) we 
 can anticipate the rank that these young females will eventually attain as they 
 ascend through the hierarchy, and we can confidently allow large changes in rank 
 even when we have observed only a small number of interactions. Sometimes a 
 low-ranking adult female will have a small number of wins over an adolescent female 
 during the same months in which the adolescent begins to accumulate wins over 
 much higher ranking females. Provided the adolescent has further wins going 
 forward and no losses to other intervening females, these losses should not prevent 
 her from attaining a change in rank. 

 ●  Occasionally it is clear that a lower-ranking individual is not moving up  per se  , rather the 
 higher-ranking individual is moving down, as evidenced by a large number of losses by 
 that higher-ranking individual to multiple individuals over a period of several months. In 
 such a case, contested or not, the individual who is losing rank is moved lower in the 
 ranks without changing the order in which any other participants are ranked unless 
 additional interactions amongst them indicate that a change in rank is warranted. 

 To sum up, when considering a change in rank it is always helpful to look at the 6 
 months or so before and after a rank change to get an idea of where a baboon is going and 
 whether she or he confirms the wins/losses accumulated in a particular month. However, due to 
 biologically relevant differences among individuals, particularly their age-class, confirmations are 
 not always necessary to record a change in rank. 

 Elo-based Ordinal Ranks 
 The Elo rating system is a method for calculating the relative skill levels of players in zero-sum 
 games such as chess. The calculations are based on continuous updates that consider an 
 individual’s interactions and their relative winning probabilities based on the current Elo scores 
 (described below) of both winner (actor) and loser (actee). The Elo rating system has been 
 widely used in animal behavior to assign both cardinal (continuous) and ordinal dominance 
 rankings to individuals within social groups (e.g., Albers & de Vries 2001, Neumann et al. 2011). 
 Here we briefly describe how we use Elo ratings to obtain ordinal dominance rankings within 
 baboon social groups, and then we consider some of the pros and cons of using Elo versus the 
 matrix-based ordinal rankings that we described in the previous sections. 

 As with the matrix-based ordinal rankings, we construct separate rankings for male and 
 female baboons.  To assign ordinal rankings for a given  month based on continuous Elo scores, 
 we examine all the Elo scores at the end of that month and we order the individuals in the group 
 according to the magnitude of their Elo scores, from the highest Elo score (highest ranking 
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 individual, assigned an ordinal score of 1) to lowest Elo score (lowest ranking individual, 
 assigned an ordinal score of N where N is the number of individuals in the hierarchy). 

 An important point to consider is that the matrix-based method is designed to assign 
 ordinal dominance ranks during a specific time period, which is represented by all the 
 interactions that occurred during that time period and that are included in the matrix. In contrast, 
 the Elo-based method involves continuous tracking of Elo scores (and thus relative ranks) over 
 time. By creating monthly ordinal ranks using the Elo method we are taking snapshots of the Elo 
 scores at forced time intervals. 

 In addition, in the Elo rating system, an individual's Elo score can change only if the 
 individual interacts. However, the scores of other individuals ranked around that individual can 
 change, with the result that the individual’s relative ranking can change despite that individual 
 having no interactions. 

 Specifically, Elo scores are based on the expected probability of an individual winning 
 given its own current score and that of its opponent. In Elo scoring, each individual’s first Elo 
 score (the ‘entry score’) is set to a predefined constant, typically a low value. Elo scores are 
 then updated after each observed dominance interaction between two individuals; in each case, 
 the winner receives a ‘winner’s bonus’, which increases their Elo score, and the loser pays a 
 ‘loser’s tax’, which decreases their Elo score. The winner’s bonus and the loser’s tax are the 
 same in magnitude, and depend on two quantities: (i) the predicted probability that the winner 
 wins (based on the difference between the Elo scores of the winner and loser, prior to the 
 encounter) and (ii) a predefined constant ‘k’. 

 Following the EloRating package in R (Neumann and Kulik 2019; see also Batchelder 
 and Bershad 1979 and Albers and de Vries 2001) we generate Elo scores by first calculating 
 each actor/actee’s probability of winning/losing an agonism, then adjusting their current Elo 
 score relative to that probability. In doing so, we assume that the scaled difference in Elo scores 
 prior to the interaction can be treated as a z-score, and therefore can be converted into a 
 probability of winning based on the cumulative distribution function for the normal distribution. 
 If P  ij  is the probability that individual i wins over  individual j based on their current scores then, 

 (1)  𝑃 
 𝑖𝑗 

   =     𝐹  𝑒𝑙𝑜     𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 
 𝑖    
   −  𝑒𝑙𝑜     𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 

 𝑗 ( )   

 Here F is some form of a cumulative distribution function such that 

 (2)  𝑃 
 𝑖𝑗  _  𝑡 

   =    ϕ
 𝑒𝑙𝑜     𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 

 𝑖  _  𝑡    
   −    𝑒𝑙𝑜     𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 

 𝑗  _  𝑡 

σ( )   

 Where  is a normal distribution and  is an arbitrary  scaling constant (here  ). ϕ σ  200 
 2 
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 The new elo scores for any individual i after an interaction with any individual j can then 
 be calculated as a function of the winning probability for i against j, the old scores for both i and 
 j, and the constant ‘k’, a scaling value. 

 𝑛𝑒𝑤     𝑒𝑙𝑜     𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 
 𝑖  _  𝑡 + 1    

   =     𝑒𝑙𝑜     𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 
 𝑖  _  𝑡 

   +     𝑘    *     1    −  𝑃 
 𝑖𝑗  _  𝑡 ( )

 And similarly: 

 𝑛𝑒𝑤     𝑒𝑙𝑜     𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 
 𝑗  _  𝑡 + 1    

   =     𝑒𝑙𝑜     𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 
 𝑗  _  𝑡    

   −     𝑘    *     1    −  𝑃 
 𝑗𝑖  _  𝑡 ( )

 The k-value determines how much each interaction affects the Elo score. The k-value 
 can be thought of as determining the magnitude of the ‘winner’s bonus’ and the ‘loser’s tax’ in 
 an agonistic interaction (Franz et al. 2015). With larger k-values, the effect of a single interaction 
 is bigger in changing the Elo score (and thus the relative ranking) of a given individual. We 
 initially set the value of k at 100. We also varied the value of k in a series of exploratory 
 analyses, and found that varying k did not greatly affect the correlations between Elo-based 
 ordinal ranks and the matrix-based ranks (see section entitled ‘The “k” constant’ below). 
 Hereafter we report results using k=100. 

 The code we used was based on the  EloRating R package  .  We adapted the code to 
 more closely match the ABRP data structure and baboon rank-related behavior, and to facilitate 
 the extraction of monthly ordinal ranks. All of this code is available at 
 https://github.com/ArchieLab/ABRP-Elo-based-ranks/  . 

 Comparing Elo-based and Matrix-based Ranks 
 Naturally, there are discrepancies between Elo-based ordinal ranks and matrix-based ordinal 
 ranks. In many cases these discrepancies are small and inconsequential; in the aggregate, 
 ranks produced by the two systems are highly correlated (Figure 1). 
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 Figure 1  . Relationships between matrix-based ordinal  ranks (x-axis) and Elo-based ordinal ranks (y-axis) for female 
 (left) and male (right) baboons in the Amboseli study system. The correlations between the two methods are high: for 
 males,  r=0.913, n=48,000 monthly ranks; for females, r=0.976, n=57,885 monthly ranks. Data were collected 
 between 1980 and 2022 from, respectively, 941 and 777 unique males and females. 

 For 6.7% of monthly ranks for males and 13.6% of monthly ranks females, ordinal dominance 
 ranks assigned by the Elo method and the matrix method differ by more than 2 rank positions, and 
 3.24% and 8.42% differ by more than 4 rank positions. 

 Furthermore, Elo-based rank assignments and matrix-based rank assignments produce 
 virtually identical results in many analyses that involve rank as a predictor of physiological, 
 behavioral, or life history outcomes. For instance, the two methods are nearly indistinguishable 
 when using male dominance rank to predict mating success (Figure 2). 
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 Figure 2  . The relationship between male ordinal dominance  rank and A. the percentage of time a male spends in 
 consortships (mate-guarding episodes) and B. the number of consortships a male obtains. Here, matrix-based 
 methods (blue) and Elo-based methods (red) of assigning ordinal dominance rank produce virtually identical results 
 (A. r = 0.95; p.value < 0.001 and B. r = 0.99; p.value < 0.001). 

 The same is true when we use both methods to predict male hormone concentrations 
 (as in Gesquiere et al. 2011), male paternity success (Alberts et al. 2006), female interbirth 
 intervals and their component parts (as in Gesquiere et al. 2018), wound healing rates in males 
 (as in Archie et al. 2014) and, in fact, almost every other analysis for which we have now 
 compared both methods (Figure 3). 
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 Figure 3.  The standardized effect sizes of rank related  variables in statistical models from a set of ABRP papers. The 
 y-axis represents a list of published papers that included dominance rank as a predictor of a behavioral or life history 
 outcome (see references). For each of the original analyses, we compared models that used matrix-based ordinal 
 dominance ranks with models that used Elo-based ordinal ranks and extracted the estimated effect sizes for the rank 
 measures. In nearly all cases, the standardized effect sizes for the effect (mean effect/std.error of the effect) of rank 
 were extremely similar for Elo-based (red) and matrix-based (blue) ordinal ranks ( r = 0.99; p.value < 0.001). 

 However, we argue that the reasons for these discrepancies are important for 
 researchers to consider. In the following sections, we discuss those reasons. We do not claim 
 that one system is correct and the other is incorrect. Rather, this discussion is intended to show 
 that the Elo-based method is not a simple replacement for the matrix-based method. For 
 example, we argue that the Elo-based method fails to account for some important biological and 
 life history features of baboons, as well as some methodological aspects of data collection. We 
 focus on three problems that arise from these failures. 

 Problem 1: Rate at which Individuals Rise and Fall in Rank 
 In general, to rise in rank an individual must win over higher-ranked individuals more 

 than they lose to them. Ideally, if an individual rises in rank, for instance from rank #7 to #3, the 
 data will include evidence that the individual who is rising can win over #4 - #6 as well as over 
 #3. This is true in any ranking system. However, in baboon societies, some individuals – e.g. 
 adolescent females or subadult males ascending to adulthood, or new immigrant males finding 
 their place in the hierarchy – really do “jump” upward in rank without defeating everyone ranked 
 between them. Different ranking systems use different criteria to decide when and whether to 
 attribute rank rise to the ‘jumping’ individual. 
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 In our system of assigning matrix-based ordinal ranks, we take a “big picture” 
 perspective on such putative rank rises (or falls) by taking into consideration the maturational or 
 immigration context of the individual’s agonistic interactions, and by examining the preceding 
 and succeeding months, to get an idea of an individual’s position and trajectory in the group. 
 Looking at the “big picture” in this way might justify a change in rank (or lack thereof) that may 
 not be explained otherwise. In contrast, the Elo rating system (i) does not take into 
 consideration the differences between animal societies in how rank changes occur (for instance, 
 it does not easily take into account special circumstances such as immigration and maturation) 
 and (ii) importantly, it does not consider future events at all. As a consequence, individuals tend 
 to rise or fall in Elo-based ordinal rank more slowly than they do in the matrix-based ranks. 

 This difference is clearly shown in the female ranks, particularly for adolescent females, 
 in Yoda’s group in 2021. Most of the adolescent females eventually attain the same or similar 
 ranks using either the matrix-based method or the Elo-based method, but they arrive at those 
 ranks much more slowly under the Elo rating system than with our matrix-based methods, as 
 shown for the four adolescent females (with IDs of RIJ, RIQ, YEE and YUY) shown in Figure 4. 

 Figure 4  . Graphical representation of four adolescent  females rising through the female dominance ranks during 
 maturation. The y-axis is ordinal dominance rank (higher ranks at top of axis, lower ranks at bottom) and the x-axis is 
 month during the year 2021. When a female begins to rise rapidly through the ranks during maturation, such as with 
 these four adolescent females in Yoda’s group over the course of 2021, the Elo-based method (dashed lines) is much 
 slower to alter the rank hierarchy following their wins than is the matrix-based method (solid lines). 

 This type of discrepancy is also evident for male baboons in numerous cases. For 
 example, in Yoda’s group, August 2021, recent immigrant TOI had several wins that secured his 
 place as the #1 male in the group that month in our matrix-based assignments of ordinal ranks. 
 However, in the Elo-based ranking system, TOI does not rise above several of the males that he 
 clearly defeated (UPE, KOM). At the time of TOI’s immigration into the group, TOI was assigned 
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 an Elo score that placed him above all sub-adult males and below all adult males. At this point, 
 the score difference between TOI and the top-ranked male UPE was approximately 1500 Elo 
 points. This score difference gives TOI a low probability of winning against UPE, so when he 
 does win against UPE he gets a relatively large ‘reward’, i.e., a large increase in his Elo score 
 (see equations 1 - 3, above). However, with “k” set at 100 his maximum rise in score would be 
 100 for each win against UPE, while UPE’s score would simultaneously be reduced by 100 as a 
 result of that loss. Even if there were no interactions with other individuals to affect their scores, 
 TOI would need to win at least 7 times to surpass UPE, because as their scores converge, the 
 “bonus” for winning decreases. This example illustrates an important point about the Elo-based 
 method: it makes assumptions about inter-individual differences that have important implications 
 for how we interpret an animal’s behavior. 

 As another example, in Hokey’s group in July 2021, subadult male HOT had several 
 wins over (and no losses to) adult males. According to the rules of our matrix-based rank 
 assignment, he rose above them and attained his “adult” rank for the first time in July 2021. The 
 attainment of adult rank is an important developmental milestone in male baboons, and we 
 assess its timing with some care (Alberts and Altmann 1995). However, our Elo-based ranking 
 system keeps HOT ranked below all adult males for that month because at the start of the 
 month his Elo score is much lower than the scores of other males ranked above him. His score 
 does increase quickly due to ‘unexpected’ wins, but he doesn’t achieve a sufficiently high Elo 
 score to surpass any adult-ranked males until August. In other words, even if an individual 
 consistently wins conflicts against a higher-ranking individual, the Elo method does not allow the 
 winning individual to rank above the losing individual until the winner accumulates enough 
 points in the Elo method to surpass the losing individual’s Elo score. If the initial score difference 
 is large it may involve multiple wins and therefore considerable time to overcome this Elo score 
 deficit. In other words, the Elo rating method lends itself to more conservatism in rank hierarchy 
 dynamics than we believe to be the case, especially for key age-sex classes. 

 The k constant 
 In response to this concern, one might ask about changing the k parameter, which is set 

 to a constant value by the researcher. When k is set to a small value  (relative to entry score, 
 which is also set to a constant value by the researcher)  ,  single outcomes generally have only a 
 small impact on changes in Elo scores. Small values of k thus assume that single wins and 
 losses are not very predictive of future wins and losses. When k is set to larger values, single 
 outcomes will have larger effects on changes in Elo scores, which implies that single wins and 
 losses should be more predictive of future wins and losses. If the ranks of individual animals 
 aren’t rising/falling rapidly enough in response to their interactions, doesn’t this suggest that our 
 Elo algorithm should use a larger k, so that each individual interaction has a greater effect on an 
 individual’s Elo score? 

 This problem is not solvable by changing the value of k for the dataset as a whole, 
 because the k parameter affects the ‘winner’s bonus’ and the ‘loser’s tax’ for  all  individuals, not 
 only those who may be experiencing rapid rank rises of the type described above. In other 
 words, using a higher k constant generally means that we simply trade one problem (i.e., that 
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 rank changes need to be more rapid for some individuals) for a new one by creating a 
 population in which rank changes overall are very (and perhaps overly) dynamic. 

 Another potential approach involves relaxing the constraints of the Elo-rating methods, 
 for instance by allowing k to vary across individuals or across different types of interactions 
 (e.g., Franz et al. 2015, Newton-Fisher 2017), or by allowing the individual’s entry score (i.e., 
 initial Elo score at entry into the hierarchy) to vary across individuals (e.g., Foerster et al. 2016, 
 Goffe et al. 2018, Feldblum et al. 2021). These methods allow the researcher to relax the 
 assumptions that entry score and/or k are constant across individuals; allowing these 
 parameters to vary depending on other variables – such as individual attributes or aggression 
 intensity – helps correct rank assignment problems associated with too-slow or too-fast rank 
 changes. However, these approaches are coding-intensive and time-consuming, requiring effort 
 and careful consideration during the k-estimation phase. Furthermore, it is not clear how easily 
 they can solve the problems that we describe here and below. These shortcomings make this 
 approach somewhat impractical for broad use and application. Furthermore, while this approach 
 is potentially effective for Problem 1, it does not address Problem 2 or Problem 3, which are 
 described below. 

 Consequences of problem 1 
 Why does it matter if individuals don’t attain high rank as quickly in the Elo system as 

 they do in the matrix-based rank assignments? In baboons, the consequences differ by sex. 

 Consequences for Females 
 The slower rank attainment of adolescent females in the Elo-based method can affect 

 the ranks of the adult females in her path. Suppose there is an adolescent female who is on the 
 rise, and she wins over an adult female who is ranked below her according to matrix-based 
 assignment but above her according to Elo-based assignments (because attaining rank 
 according to Elo-based assignments takes longer). When a lower-ranked individual defeats a 
 higher-ranked one, the magnitude of the change in the Elo score for both individuals is relatively 
 large. As a consequence, the Elo score of the defeated female may fall enough to bring her 
 below other adults ranked near her, even if she never loses an interaction with any of them. In 
 contrast, if the Elo-based system were capable of recognizing that the adolescent female had 
 already risen above the defeated female, the magnitude of the change in the defeated female’s 
 Elo score would be relatively small, and would be much less likely to impact her rank relative to 
 other adults ranked near her. 

 For example, in Yoda’s group in March 2021, adult female EMC lost to adolescent 
 female RIJ. In the matrix-based ranks, RIJ was already ranked higher than EMC at the start of 
 the year, and was ranked well above her by February 2021 (Figure 5). In contrast, the 
 Elo-based rank assignment for RIJ placed her three rank positions below EMC in March 2021. 
 The negative impact on EMC’s Elo-based rank of her loss to RIJ in March 2021 was large 
 enough that EMC’s Elo-based rank sank below that of YOD, the female directly below her. 
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 Importantly, YOD had never won over EMC, and EMC to that point had 12 wins over YOD under 
 her belt, the most recent only three months earlier in December 2020. EMC went on to win over 
 YOD again in June 2021 and then again in January 2022, leaving no doubt that YOD should not 
 be ranked above EMC. Nevertheless, in Elo, YOD remains above EMC through June, not 
 flipping back below EMC until July 2021. 

 Figure 5  . Excerpt from the female rank realignment  sheet for Yoda’s group in February to March 2021. In 
 March RIJ has a win over EMC. In the matrix-based ranks adolescent RIJ is #9, well above EMC at #14 and 
 thus no reversal actually exists. No change in ranks occurs for either female in March. But in the Elo-based 
 ranks RIJ is still only #16, three ranks below EMC. Since Elo does not expect RIJ to beat EMC, there is a 
 negative impact on EMC’s Elo score that results in her sinking one rank below YOD, the adult female ranked 
 just below her, despite the fact that YOD has never had a win over EMC. Mature females are highlighted in 
 teal. The unhighlighted females shown are all adolescents who ascend in rank more rapidly in the 
 matrix-based method than in the Elo-based method. 

 A detailed comparison of 2021 female ranks using the matrix-based method versus 
 using the Elo-based method revealed many examples of females not changing ranks quickly 
 enough in response to events, or changing ranks erroneously in response to interactions 
 between other females around them. The result is the appearance of greater instability in the 
 rank hierarchy with the Elo-based method than with the matrix-based method, with some 
 females repeatedly switching rank positions due to small changes in their Elo scores.  In other 
 words, the Elo-based method paradoxically produced both slower rank rises for some individual 
 females, and  far more changes in rank across the year,  than the matrix-based assignments. 

 Consequences for Males 
 We define a male baboon as an “adult” when he can consistently win fights with other 

 adult males (see discussions in Alberts & Altmann 1995, Alberts et al. 2003, Alberts et al. 2006). 
 This life history milestone has important functional consequences: subadult males perform 
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 virtually no mate guarding of fertile females and father few or no offspring (Hamilton & Bulger 
 1990, Packer 1979, Alberts & Altmann 1995, Alberts et al. 2003, Alberts et al. 2006). In contrast, 
 once a male has attained a dominance rank among other adult males, he typically begins 
 mate-guarding immediately, often within days or weeks. This milestone – the age at which adult 
 reproduction begins – is of central importance for understanding the evolution of primate life 
 histories. 

 The attainment of adult rank is often fairly sudden and rapid: one month, a male is 
 clearly ranked below all the adults, then in the next month he has ascended to a new plane, 
 fighting and winning against adult males that he previously consistently lost to (Hamilton & 
 Bulger 1990, Alberts and Altmann 1995, Alberts et al. 2003). The slow attainment of adult 
 dominance rank that occurs in the Elo-based system does not match this biological reality. If 
 Elo-based ranks were used to assess when a male first attained adulthood, we would often be 
 overestimating the age at which males attain this key life history milestone. 

 For example, three subadult males attained adult rank in 2021 according to our 
 matrix-based ranking system: GON and HOT in Hokey’s group and ELK in Acacia’s Group. In 
 the case of GON, our matrix-based ordinal ranks place him as an adult in November 2021, while 
 in our Elo-based system he never scored higher than any of the adults before he emigrated out 
 of the group in March 2022. In the cases of ELK and HOT, the discrepancy was not as great: 
 their Elo scores rose above some of the adults one month later than the rank attainment date 
 determined in our matrix-based ranks. However, overall these discrepancies would be expected 
 to produce systematic bias towards later ages of maturation. 

 Problem 2: Absence of Evidence, Evidence of Absence 
 Matrix-based rank assignments and Elo-based rank assignments make contrasting 

 assumptions about the nature of the agonism data. In the matrix-based approach, we recognize 
 that the agonism data are only a sample of all the agonistic interactions that occurred in the 
 group that month. In contrast, the Elo-based approach implicitly assumes that the agonistic 
 interactions in the dataset include all agonisms that actually occurred. That is a reasonable 
 assumption for a chess or sports tournament, but not for a population of wild animals. Because 
 of this assumption, Elo interprets an absence of evidence (i.e., an absence of interactions) as 
 evidence of absence (i.e., as evidence that such interactions did not occur). 

 Consequences of Problem 2 
 Problem 2 has at least two important consequences. First, in the Elo-based ranking 

 system, an individual can fall in rank by having few or no interactions. Suppose an individual 
 ranked #3 in the group has few interactions with others in the group, while #4 wins repeatedly 
 over #5 and #6. Individual #4’s Elo score will increase, while that of #3 will change little or not at 
 all. This could result in individual #4 having a higher Elo score than #3 and therefore a higher 
 ordinal rank, despite an absence of evidence to suggest that #4 is actually dominant over #3. 
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 This situation occurred among the adult females in Europa’s group in February 2021 
 (Figure 6). Before this month, VES had been ranked #6 over TEL, #7. In the whole month, VES 
 had just two agonistic interactions: a loss to #2 VOM and a loss to #5 TIB. These two losses 
 decreased VES’s Elo score, but only minimally, as VOM and TIB were already ranked above 
 her. TEL (#7) had many more losses to higher-ranked females but also had three wins over 
 females that were ranked lower than  both  TEL and VES:  TEL won twice over VEJ (#8) and once 
 over USA (#9). Those wins increased TEL’s Elo score. With TEL’s score increasing and VES’s 
 score decreasing slightly, Elo ratings placed TEL above VES this month, in the absence of any 
 evidence that TEL was able to win a conflict with VES or any females higher-ranking than VES. 

 Figure 6  . Excerpt of adult female ranks in Europa’s  group in February 2021, including agonisms involving 
 VES and TEL. Ordinal ranks shown in blue. VES had no wins in the entire month and a few losses to 
 higher-ranked females, causing her Elo score to fall (red arrow). TEL had several wins over other 
 lower-ranked females, causing her Elo score to rise (green arrow). This causes TEL to rise above VES, 
 despite a total absence of interactions between them and despite the fact that all TEL’s wins were against 
 females that were lower-ranking than both TEL and VES. 

 The symmetrical case is that an individual B can rise in rank above individual A if 
 individual A experiences several losses to higher-ranked individuals, even in the absence of 
 direct evidence that B can win over A. Suppose a high-ranking individual, #2 in the group, has 
 several wins over #3 and #4 in a month, with the most wins against their nearest rival, #3. This 
 would, in general, lower the Elo scores for both #3 and #4. Meanwhile, suppose that most of 
 #4’s agonistic interactions are wins against lower-ranked individuals, with few or no interactions 
 between #3 and #4. Between the aforementioned losses to #2 and these wins against 
 lower-ranked individuals, the net impact on #4’s Elo score would likely be minimal. In contrast, if 
 #3 loses multiple times to #2, then #3’s Elo score might fall enough for #4 to rise above her in 
 rank. Again, this rank reversal could occur despite an absence of evidence to suggest that #4 is 
 actually dominant over #3. 
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 This unjustified rank change happened between VLA and VAQ, two of the adult males in 
 Acacia’s group, in May 2021 (Figure 7). In that month, a new male (REY) entered the group and 
 won five times over VLA. Just below VLA is VAQ, who didn’t interact with VLA at all that month, 
 and always lost interactions with VLA up to that time. In our Elo-based rank system, VLA’s five 
 losses to REY, who was an immigrant male undergoing a rapid rank rise (as per Hamilton & 
 Bulger 1990), cause VLA’s Elo score to drop so much that he dropped below VAQ in ordinal 
 rank, in spite of a complete absence of evidence that VAQ could win a conflict with VLA. 

 Figure 7  . Excerpt of male ranks in Acacia’s group  in May 2021, including agonisms involving REY, VLA, and 
 VAQ. Ordinal ranks shown in blue. REY immigrated into the group this month, and had 5 unreversed wins 
 over VLA. VAQ has no interactions with VLA, but his rank rises above VLA’s because of VLA’s five losses to 
 REY. 

 Problem 3. Unexpected interactions have a disproportionate 
 effect on Elo scores 

 In a chess or tennis tournament, each competitive interaction is relatively protracted, and 
 each pair of contestants will interact with each other relatively few times over the course of the 
 particular tournament or the annual tournament cycle, or even across years. Most importantly, 
 all interactions are equally significant (none are discounted) and each interaction is scored with 
 no errors. 

 In contrast, in animal societies, competitive interactions between pairs of animals will be 
 repeated over many months, years, or even over lifetimes, and not all competitive interactions 
 are likely to be equally significant to the contestants. In addition, agonistic interactions are of 
 relatively brief duration, datasets may be much larger (i.e., 100s or 1,000s of interactions), and 
 observers may occasionally make an error in recording an interaction. Together, these features 
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 of animal societies and of the observers that collect data on them probably cause unexpected 
 interactions to appear in the dataset somewhat more frequently than in sports rankings. 

 Importantly, single unexpected interactions have a disproportionate effect on Elo scores, 
 as might make sense in sports rankings but perhaps less so in a very large dataset on animal 
 conflicts. In an Elo-based ranking system, the existence and timing of highly improbable 
 interactions (whether they are accurate representations of an unexpected event or are the result 
 of observer error in recording the interaction) will have a disproportionate effect on the Elo 
 scores for that month, and hence on the ordinal ranks derived from them. For instance, a given 
 male can have many expected interactions (i.e., wins against lower-ranking animals or losses to 
 higher-ranking ones), but as they are expected (have a high probability) they will have a limited 
 effect on his Elo score. However, unexpected interactions (with a low probability, i.e. wins 
 against higher-ranking animals or losses to lower-ranking ones) have a much larger effect on his 
 Elo score.  This will disproportionately affect his  monthly ordinal rank,  especially if it happens at 
 the end of the month, as it may take many interactions to overcome this rise/drop in Elo score. 

 In contrast, our matrix-based method takes the opposite approach – a very unexpected 
 event is scrutinized closely for evidence that it represents a real rank change. That is, in the 
 face of an unexpected event, we examine previous months and future months for evidence that 
 this rank reversal represents a probable change. This problem is related to, but somewhat 
 distinct from, the “absence of evidence” problem discussed above. Our ability to consider the 
 future as well as the past in our matrix-based rank assignments helps us to identify which 
 unexpected interactions are highly salient for an animal’s rank in the group and which are not. 

 Conclusion 
 The Elo-based ranking method and matrix-based ranking methods both have advantages when 
 applied to animal societies. The Elo-based ranking method is an excellent method of assessing 
 the overall winning success of an individual in social contests. In contrast, the matrix-based 
 method, we argue, more carefully considers the biology of the organism (especially 
 heterogeneity in rank dynamics due to interindividual differences in age, sex, or other 
 characteristics) as well as individuals’ positions relative to others. Importantly, the rankings 
 produced by these two methods are highly concordant at the population level, and we see 
 uniformly high correlations in the ordinal ranks produced by the two methods (Figure 1). In many 
 analyses, the two methods produce virtually identical results when rank is used as a predictor of 
 behavioral or physiological outcomes (Figure 3). In our study system, we have employed and 
 gained insight from both methods (e.g., Levy et al. 2020, Franz et al. 2015). Nonetheless, for 
 simple ordinal rankings, we use the matrix-based approach, with some exceptions (e.g., Levy et 
 al. 2020, Franz et al. 2015), because we see the gains of using the Elo-based ranking method in 
 our study population as modest compared to the benefits of the matrix-based approach. 
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 Glossary 
 Decided agonistic interaction.  Any interaction between  two individuals where one 

 individual behaved submissively toward the other and the other gave either neutral or 
 aggressive gestures (see Alberts et al. 2020 for a detailed description). Decided agonistic 
 interactions always have a ‘winner’ and a ‘loser’, but these interactions are not necessarily 
 direct physical fights. An individual might give a submissive gesture (and hence lose a decided 
 agonistic interaction) in response to aggressive behaviors, non-aggressive behaviors, or even 
 no (apparent) behavior at all. 

 Diagonal (in a matrix)  . The cells that lie on the  diagonal that runs from 
 top-left-to-lower-right in a square matrix. The position of an agonistic interaction above or below 
 this line is often helpful for identifying rank rises and falls. 

 Loss.  An agonistic interaction in which the individual  in question behaved submissively 
 and not aggressively, and its opponent behaved aggressively or neutrally. 

 Matrix.  A rectangular array used to show all the agonistic  interactions in a group for a 
 specific period of time and age-sex class. A matrix of agonistic interactions is always square. 
 Each column represents a single individual, listed in rank order from left to right (highest-ranked 
 individual at left). Each row likewise represents a single individual, listed in rank order from top 
 to bottom (highest-ranked at top). Each cell contains a number indicating the number of 
 agonistic interactions in which the “column” individual acted submissively to the “row” individual. 
 See the below example, involving individuals ABC, DEF, GHI, and JKL. 

 ABC  DEF  GHI  JKL 

 ABC  4  0  2 

 DEF  2  1  2 

 GHI  0  0  3 

 JKL  0  0  0 

 In this example, DEF submitted to ABC in four agonistic interactions, and ABC submitted 
 to DEF in two agonistic interactions. No individuals submitted to JKL. And so on. The 
 top-left-to-lower-right diagonal is empty, because an animal cannot have an agonistic interaction 
 with itself. 

 Ideally, when the hierarchy is completely linear, the matrix will have 1) only nonzero 
 values above the diagonal, and 2) only zeroes below the diagonal. When it is not possible to 
 order the individuals in such a way as to achieve this, the researcher attempts to minimize the 
 number of agonistic interactions below the diagonal. For example, DEF will not typically be 
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 ranked above ABC because if so, the number of agonistic interactions above the diagonal (2) 
 would be higher than the number of interactions below it (4). 

 Reversal.  A case in which entries occur below the  diagonal of the matrix, i.e., in which 
 an individual has only losses and no wins against an individual ranked below it, or in which both 
 members of a dyad have at least one win against the other. In these cases, members of that 
 dyad will have entries below the diagonal. 

 Win.  An agonistic interaction in which the individual  in question gave only neutral or 
 aggressive gestures, and its opponent gave only submissive gestures. 
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